st Mary's college

School Shoe ‘HERO PICKS’

available from our large range in store
We have chosen this selection of proven, recommended, quality shoes for your
BACK TO SCHOOL options. Come into any Shoe Clinic store and let our professional
staff help you through your selection and ensure you reap the rewards offered.

SCHOOL REWARDS PROGRAM
For every pair of school shoes sold, Shoe
Clinic will give a $10 donation to your school,
helping to give your child more opportunities.
Simply nominate your school instore.

Ascent Apex Junior and Senior

Skobi Seddon Junior and Senior

Ascent Contest Senior

Clarks Boston Senior

Built to last the rigour of everyday wear by the toughest teenagers,
Apex provides stability, durability and cushioning. Setting a new
standard in quality formal school shoes from young children right
through to teenagers and adults. This model is also available in a
variety of widths.

Packed with stability features from the heel through to the midfoot,
cushioned and durable for the toughest use, the Contest actively
prevents fatigue. With slip resistance that is second to none, as well
as great toe protection, this is the ultimate senior school shoe.

18 Stores Nationwide - www.shoeclinic.co.nz

European made, Seddon is constructed with premium leather
uppers on a durable rubber outsole. Designed to keep up with the
most active of kids, Seddon is a robust classic, suited to standard
and wide foot types and available in both Junior and Senior sizing.

Boston is a classic low-cut leather senior boys’ lace-up shoe with
a durable, flexible sole. Features include a leather upper and a
triple density removable footbed which includes a heel gel pad for
superior comfort. Boston features ‘Fresh Steps’ technology designed
with antibacterial properties to keep feet fresh all year round.

18 Stores Nationwide
Ascent Adela Junior and Senior

The Ascent Adela is a durable black leather school shoe featuring
a Mary Jane style adjustable strap. The durable outsole provides
grip on a variety of surfaces, and the heel cushioning helps with
shock absorption from young children right through to adults.

Clarks Berkley Senior

Berkley is a classic senior boys’ slip-on shoe with a durable, flexible
sole. Features include a leather upper and a triple density removable
footbed which includes a heel gel pad for superior comfort. Berkley
features ‘Fresh Steps’ technology designed with antibacterial
properties to keep feet fresh all year round.

Shop online: www.shoeclinic.co.nz
Birkenstock Arizona Senior

The Arizona is a genuine classic that has been delighting
wearers for decades. The upper of this unisex two-strap sandal
can be individually adjusted to the wearer’s feet using two sturdy
metal buckles, guaranteeing a good fit and firm support. The
comfort is from the original BIRKENSTOCK footbed, which is
inspired by the natural imprint of a foot in the sand and feels just
like walking barefoot. Its anatomical shape ideally supports the
natural walking action of your foot.

Rockport Allander Senior

Rockport’s Allander weighs less than the average running shoe—and
has run in two New York City Marathons to prove the shoes’ comfort
and durability. Constructed of full-grain leather and featuring mesh
linings that help to keep you cool, the PU footbed helps to relieve
pressure from your foot, the EVA midsole provides lightweight shock
absorption, and the rubber outsole provides grip on nearly any surface.

Note: Not all models are available in all Shoe Clinic stores

